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EXCITED (yATIPAFTTCLE STATES OF ODD-MASS DEFORMED HUCLKI 
Hi THE TRAIISPIAJTONrUM ELEMENTS* 

Richard W. H'ff 
Lawrence Liverracre Laboratory, Univers. y of California 

livermora, California 94">%, **.S.A. 

INTRODUCTION 

For regions aliens nuclei with stable deformation exist, excitations in odd-A 
nuclei can be described by a unified model in which sing^-'-particle and collective 
mcticns of fi.olecns are considered simultaneously. In de-->loping a thf-cry for 
cl.vle-parti-'le excitation in u nucleus, Hilsscn [l] rnaie >.e assumption that an 
.del nucleoli exi.-itu in the average potential of an ever.-eve ?cre, Ey obtaining 
sclutu,i>: <_f the single-particle Itamiltcnian for a defcrme well, Kilsson calcu
lated nucieon ci'bits as a funetif n r-f deformation. These calculeti :ns have formed 
the basili. for interpretation of -ingle-particle excitations in deformed nuclei. 
In this ispo.' we summarize experimental evidence from the published literature 
l'-:r exciter! single-particle cenfijroratiens in ihe actinide-element deformed 
nuclei. We compare experimental data for the levels of 2*9Bk and -4~"Cra with two 
re?ont thecretical treatments, one calculation of cure single-particle levels and 
another in -which interaction:: between single-particle and collective motions are 
ineluceri. In the latter half of the raper we present new information on 2 4 9 B K 
level;- from nuclear spectr*. ;-'Jcj ic measurements of £?3Es alpha decay and 249cm beta 
decay performed at Lawrence tivermcre Laboratory and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 

SUMMARY OF SEiCLE-PARTICLE ASSIGKMHJTS 

A summary cf experimental information with respect to single-particle orbital 
assignments for excited levels in edd-raass nuclei where 229 s A s 253 i s given in 
Figs. 1 and 2. In these figures we have plotted the experimentally observed 
energy of the I = K member cf each rotational band. Ground state configurations 
are indicated by solid symbols. The amount cf displacement cf ground-state 
energies from one configuration to the next is arbitrary and is chesen to produce 
more cr less level lines, particularly for configuratiens near the ground state. 
Each bandhead is laDelled with a set cf asymptotic quantum numbers thought to 
describe the single-particle excitation most accurately based upon existing ex
perimenter, data. Assignments that are less certain have been indicated by placing 
parentheses around the symbols. 

It is expected that ground states and lew-lying excited levels can be described 
reasonably well by excitation of a single particle (cr hole). As the excitation 
energy increases in the range below 1 MeV, wave functions for certain excited 
states are found to include appreciable contributions from vibrational modes of 
excitation. At about 1 MeV, we expect to begin to see states that are predomi
nantly of vibrational character. Another deviation from a simple, single-particle 
excitation picture is caused by mixing of states due to a Coriolis interaction. 
This interaction, a manifestation of rotation-particle coupling, occurs princi
pally between states where a K = 1 or between K = 1/2 states. From the foregoing 
discussion, it is clear that assigning a single quasiparticle excitation mode to 
excited levels near cr above 1 MeV is an oversimplification. The extent to which 
experimental measurements have produced evidence for collective modes mixing with 
single-particle excitations for the levels summarized in this paper is variable; 

* Work performed under the auspices cf the U.S. Energy Research and Development 
Administration. 
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Figure 1. Experimental energies for rotational band heads - odd proton s t a t e s . 

information en this question is often lacking. Hence, in Figs. 1 and 2 we have 
chosen to indicate essentially all quantum number assignments for which there is 
reasonable experimental evidence in order to provide a comprehensive survey. A 
similar summary for the actinide region vas published in 1972 by Ellis and 
Schraorak [2], A detailed discussion of the nature of excited levels in this 
region, similar to the review papers of Bunker and Reich [}] and Ogle et al. [4] 
for the "rare earth" deformed region, must await a longer paper than this. 

Experimental data for our summary were taken from published reports through June 
1975- Most of the data were obtained from measurements of alpha and beta decay 
and from measurements of single-nucleon transfer reactions. Other useful means 
of studying low-energy nuclear excitation include Coulomb excitation, neutron-
capture gamma-ray measurements, inelastic scattering of charged particles, and 
gamma-ray emission following charged particle-induced reactions. Alpha decay in 
the actinide region provides a tool for deducing the nature of excited levels in 
daughter nuclei that is not available in the lighter deformed regions. One ad
vantage over beta decay is that alpha decay tends to populate a wider range of 
spin values in the daughter, i.e. alpha-decay rates depend less strongly on 
angular-momentum change. Identification cf favored alpha decay (the single-
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Figure 2. Experimental energies Tor rotations; band heads - odd neutron states. 



particle state in the daughter is identical to that of the parent) is essentially 
unequivocal. In addition, alpha-decay hindrance factors for transitions between 
states of differing quasiparticle excitation can often he useful in deducing con
figuration assignments. The calculations of Pcggenburg et al. I")] have been very 
useful in this regard. 

From the plots of excitation energies versus nucleon number show in Figs. 1 and 2, 
we can observe the regular procession of ground-state single-particle configura
tion assignments. An ambiguous situation with respect to predicting ground-state 
configurations can occur where two orbitals are very close in energy. An example 
cf this situation is seen in Fig. 1 for Z = 97 and 99, where the i/T* [653] and 
5/2" [52l] configurations occur alternately as ground states. 

An interesting trend is observed in Fig. 2, where we see an abrupt reversal of 
position for the 5/2* 1632} orbital in proceeding from M = 149 to H = 151. This 
behavior has been noted by Xates et al. [6] and is explained by strong mixing of s 
[KQ - 2"I vibrational state based upcn the grcund-state 9/2"[73*3 configuration 
with the single-particle excitation, 3/S* [622], Experimental evidence for this 
mixing was obtained from a study of the ^Sci (d,d') reaction [6] . One can also 
see appreciable energy gaps at Z = 100 and JJ = lr>2; thin phenomenon manifests 
itself in marked perturbations in the otherwise regular spacings for alpha-decay 
energies in the actinide elements, 

SXPraiMKTAL-THEOBETICAL COMPARISON FOR ^Bif AND Si^CK LEVEL EMERGIES 

In a recent paper, Moller et al» [?] (hereafter referred to as McT?) calculated 
theoretical single-particle excitation energies fcr actinide nuclei. They em
ployed the macroscopic-microscopic method cf Strutinsky [8]. The microscopic part 
•.as calculated primarily by use cf a folded Yulsava single-particle potential; a 
modified oscillator potential was alsc used to calculate theoretical single-
particle levels. A comparison between calculated and experimental levels for 
2 45o. and 249B^ %& given in Figs. 3 and 4. It should be noted that these theo
retical values, shown on the left side cf Pigs. 3 and 4, were calculated for 
levels of pure one-quasipsrticle character; nc rotational or vibrational correc
tions were applied. The results calculated from the modified cccillator potential 
aiifl the folded Yukawa potential are remarkably similar, even though the radial 
shapes of the twc potentials are very different. Considering the limitations cf 
this procedure, i.e. a mere elaborate analysis including thcise other effects 
might shift the calculated energies by as much as a few hundred KeV, Moller con
cludes that the agreement between theory and experiment is very gecd. 

Another theoretical treatment cf actinide energy levels by Gareev et a_l. [9] 
(hereafter referred to as Ga7l) is shewn fcr comparison en the right side of 
Figs. 3 and 4. These authors calculated single-particle energies and wave func
tions by use cf a Wccds-Saxon pctential. They included guasiparticle-phoncr. 
interactions, vhich were found to be more important in calculations for nuclei in 
the aotinide region than fcr rare-earth nuclei. This result is attributed to the 
growth of both the number cf matrix elements and the density cf single-particle 
states. The calculations vere focused on the behavior of states close to pure 
single-quasiparticle character. 

It can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4 that the calculated levels cf Ga71 (labelled S.W. 
+ phonons) produce a better fit to experiment fcr 2*9BK end 245cffl than those cf 
MK75. The average differences in theoretical-experimental level energies for both 
nuclides are 125 ksV for Ga71 and 210 keV fcr M575. There is no significant dif
ference tc the quality of fit between the two potential forms assumed in M675. 
Since the theoretical treatments in Gs71 and M675 differ substantially in detail, 
we feel this comparison does not indicate superiority uf a given single-particle 
potential. The inclusion of phonon-particle mixing apparently contributed to the 
better fit cf Ga71, as might be expected from experience in the rare-earth de
formed region. 
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ODD-PROTON LEVELS - NEW DATA FOP '"'4 'BK 

Among the heavier odd-proton nuclei, there are more experimental data on excited 
levels in 249Bk than for most ethers. Its level structure lias teen studied in 
proton-transfer reactions [lo.ll], alpha decay of ?53ES [l.-:-14j, anu bo to decay of 
"9cm [l5l. Experimental results are summarized in Fig. 5. Level energies, -'pin, 
parity, and configuration assignments occupy most of the rigure with levels ex
cited by (5He,d) and (o»t) reactions [10] listed in a column on the ri^ht aide 01' 
the figure. The level scheme includes conclusions based upon our rece:t measure
ments of 253ES gamma-ray singles and gamma-gamma coincidence spectra [16]. Three 
rotational bands in 2i9Bk, those with configurations ?/2+ [cjj], j/2" [^21], and 
5/2+ [622], have already been characterized in studies of 2,,5Es alpha decay. Our 
measurements of 249cm beta decay have resulted in the identification cf three K = 
l/2 bands with bandheads at 377, 558, and 643 keV. Since ;'49cm has a l/2+ [6;T] 
ground-state configuration, its beta ^ecay tends to pcrulr e ••"nly I = l/.'. 'J: 
levels. An examination of the less intense gamma rays in ' ' 'F.s decay Lap lermiite'i 
assignment cf many of the higher members of the K *= l/2 bands. 

In the 1/2* [*00] band, alpha groups have been observed :'c.r levels at 4' ) , 4;'•;, 
519, and 669 keV; these are assigned to the I = 3/2, 5/2, 9/2, and 1 •:/.." members: cf 
the band. We note that the alpha-hindrance factors (o H.F.) fcr this band sh.:v. -:n 
alternating pattern; those cf the I = l/2, 5/2, 9/2, 13/2 members (a H.F. = ̂r.C---
100) are lower than the alternate set, I = 3/2, 7/2, il/2 (a H.F. = }?<. -14C<' ) . 
The observed signature (population of K = 1/2, ?/i' levels) fcr prctcn-transfer 
reactiens matches the theoretical signature for l/? [4S' ] better than fcr ether 
possibilities such as 1/2 [660] or 1/2 [651]. 

In the l/2" [530] band, alpha groups have beei. observed fcr levels at y-, ̂ 71. 
606, and 624 keV corresponding to the I = 3/2, l/2, .12, 5/< members as shown in 
Fig. 5. In the proton-transfer-reaction study, the experimental . l̂ nat:;re dees 
not agree with the theoretical prediction. Ar. explanation may be found ir. oiire-
ciable mixing of the l/2 [530] and 1/2 [521] bands; Ccriolis matrix elements are 
of the order of 2 keV. Another stabilizing influence for these iC- l/s" bancs i. 
that they will probably contain appreciable edmixtures^cf a gamma vibrational sc.-i-
figuration of +hs type, llC-.-2+|, basedupon the 3/2" L!'2l] level a* > .-.eV. :;iven 
configuration mixing and since the 1/2 [5^l] configuration is a rarticle state, 
whereas the 1/2 [530] is a hole state, we can reconcile the observed ('*i!c,d) and 
(a,t) cross sections by assuming that most cf the observed reaction otrenpth is 
due to the 1/2 [521] contribution. Detailed mixing calculations are beinf carried 
out to test this hypothesis. 

For the l/2" [521] band, Baranov [13] reports alpha decay to levels it 64;. 664, 
692, 700, and 711 keV while Ahmad [l2] identifies alpha decay tc only 7(0- and 
709-keV levels. Although the I = 1/2, 3/2 levels are firmly established, the 
level energy for the I = 5/2 (and higher spin) level is not well known. Assuming 
a rotational constant of ~ 6.2 keV, one calculates E5/2 = 692 to 695 keV. We 
observe an I = 5/2 level at 709 keV and assume it exists at higher energy due to 
Coriolis effects; approximate calculations suggest this assumption is valid. 

Experimental evidence for two more odd-parity bands has been presented by Erskine 
e_t al. [10] They assign I = 9/2 levels for 5/2" [523] and 7/2" [514] configura
tions to states at 625 - 1 keV and 750 ± 1 keV based upon observation cf large 
cross sections for (3]ie,d) and (a,t) reactions. Gararoa-gamma coincidence data 
suggest more precise energies for these levels, 621.7 and 750.7 keV [16]. It is 
likely that this 621.7-keV level and the 624.9-keV level (5/2- 1/2 [530]) are un
resolved in the proton transfer reaction measurements; this situation contributes 
to the problem of interpreting the l/2" [530] band reaction data. A level at 
690.0 keV identified in gamma-gamma coincidence measurements is a good candidate 
for an 11/2" 5/2 [523] assignment. 
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The K = 7/2 band with level energies of 932., 9ft-, and nv.n keV is thought tr ie a 
: eta vibraticn with configuration, ['i/2 ^65'], C +}. The alpha-hindrance factor 
:'- i1 the 932-keV level, which was deduced from gamma-ray intensi* :c°s, is < ;:'-'>, a 
vali.e that iE consistent with this assignment. Vhe lG40-keV level ma;/ be the 
i 'sndhead cf a particle state, 9/2+ [624], expected to appear around 1 MeV. Our 
a-.alysis of the 2 ^ 5 E S gamma spectrum indicates an alpha-hindrance factor of < 9C 
: .r the 1040-keV level. Erskine e_t al. [lo] have assigned n level at 1229 keV to 
'he I ~ 13/2 member of this band. The level i-e observe at l;.'o keV decays tc I = 
">/-. "/'- levels at j589 and 429 keV; hence, tnese are very likely two distinct 
!=vels and only the 1229-keV level is a member cf the 9/2+ ['24j band. 

Thus, in reviewing the evidence for new single-particle excitations In ^ T3k, 
three new particle states, 7/2" [514], 1/2" ['>2J ], 9/2+ [<'24j, have been assigned. 
The band he ad energy for the 7/2" ['"'14] state, ~ ''f"5 keV, fit.- seasonally veil with 
theoretical calculations (Fig. }). The '/;'+ L'-24] banc:, tei.tntivel; assigned -ith 
a baudhead energy of 104C keV in 249JJK, is ex; •-• :teci tc display n ;: :c:ig Coriolis 
interaction with other ii^/£ states in •''' *Bk. Tie l/;.'" [521 J tan.: :;a - net l.een 
identified in ether nuclei. Its appearance at 645 keV i- a sigi.ifi -ant test cf the 
deformed shell model since this orbital is the first identified experimentally 
from a set based upon fc,/2 spherical state. The relatively larre nnpvi-;i par be
tween the f-/o and fc/p' states in a spherical potential has in.; tc ;redictions ci" 
regular closed shell stability at Z = 114 [17]. The experimentally observed band-
head energy for this 1/2" [521 ] configuration agrees well witi. calculated energies 
(see Fig. 3). 

ODD NEUTRON LEVELS - NEW EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Among the heavier edd-neutron nuclei, greatest experimental detail is available 
fcr the levels cf 251cf [18] and for the odd-mass Cm isotopes [l".']. Recent 
studies at Argcnne National Laboratory have added significant information for 
levels of 2*Tcf [20] a;*d 2i%? [21]. In order tc make substantial extensions cf 
experimental studies tc level schemes of the heaviest nuclei, it will be necessary 
tc do more gamma-spectrosccpic measurements on short-lived species produced in 
heavy-ion reactions such as these performed by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
group [22] en the decay of 3«2-min 253Nc and 4.5-s --1 17.4. A continuation cf 
nuclecr.-transfer reaction and inelastic, charged -par* isle scattering studies fcr 
heavier target materials will produce useful information fcr characterizing excited 
levels. 
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